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The 30 Minute Wonder Bracelet 
 

1. Level of work:  This is a great beginner piece for learning the basics 

of Right Angle Weave and work up a bracelet very quickly.  It looks 

spectacular with crystal beads, pearls, other nice round semi-precious 

stone beads or even some lamp work. 

 

 

2. Materials needed: fine Softflex or other fine jewelry wire, you will want about 30 inches.  Also 

needed are scissors; approximately 28 beads size 4 mm; 7 size 6mm crystals; 6 disc shaped 

beads about 15mm;  bead vial cap full of size 11 seed beads; clasp.   You will also need 1 size 

8/0 SB and 1 crimp.  When substituting other beads, the count of beads required will change 

somewhat.  This will create an 8” bracelet.  Drop to 5 disc beads for a 7” bracelet. 

 

3. Technique: This is a no needle basic right angle weave (RAW) design.  The bead count and thread 

path are important in RAW.  There are times where it would seem that you could easily take a 

“short cut”.  When you do that and cross the thread path instead of following it, the beads do not 

“stand up” correctly.  So please try to follow the path of the directions as well as the thread with no 

“short cuts”. 

 

4. Codes:  Size 11 Seed Bead is “SB”. PT = Pass Through; PU = Pick Up; BI 

= could be Bi-Cone, Round crystal, Pearl or Fire Polish bead. 

 

5. Start:  Mount the wire to the clasp using a larks head knot making the loop 

at the midpoint of the wire. 

 

6. Pick up 1 size 8/0 SB passing thru that bead with both wires. 

 

7. PU the following with one wire SB/BI/SB and on 

the other wire PU SB/BI/SB plus the 6mm crystal 

(round or BI).  Using the first wire, PT the 6mm 

only so that you have a wire coming out of both 

sides of the 6mm bead.   Important!  Make sure you 

get this right. 

 

8. PU SB/BI/SB on one wire and the other PU SB/BI/SB.  PT the larger bead you have selected with 

both wires.  The first full pattern is now complete. 
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9. PU SB/BI/SB with one wire.  With the other wire PU SB/BI/SB plus the 6mm bead with the other 

wire.  PT the 6mm bead with the first wire. 

 

 

10. Repeat from step 8. 

 

 

11. Continue to the desired 

length to fit your wrist. 

 

12.  At the end, the FINAL bead you pick up is actually a crimp bead.  Pass thru the crimp with both 

wires, add clasp, pass back thru the crimp bead.  Retrace the path of each wire for a few beads.  

CRIMP.  Then you can cut the wire. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is a perfect use 
of the magic crimper 
if you have one as 
the crimp will be 
round and match the 
seed bead on the 
other side. 
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